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BLACK HOLES
When Einstein’s general theory of relativity was published 
in 1915, a German physicist called Karl Schwarzschild was 
one of the first people to grasp some of the more complex 
meanings behind it.

Although the maths involved is incredibly complicated, 
Schwarzschild set to work calculating some solutions to 
the equations Einstein had created using objects in space. 
His work, published in 1916, laid the ground for lots of 
discoveries that would follow, but one of the most surprising 
was the existance black holes.

SQUASHING A STAR
Schwarzschild discovered something very strange. 
If the mass of a star was compressed into a tiny 

point, space-time would curve in on itself. 

If this happened, anything within reach of this incredibly 
dense point in space would not be able to travel fast enough 
to escape its gravity – not even light! And at its centre, 
according to Einstein’s theory, time would stop.

Although Einstein was impressed by Schwarzschild’s 
discovery, he didn’t believe that in reality a giant star could 
actually collapse, creating one of these superdense points. 

It wasn’t until years after Einstein died, that 
scientists discovered that these points – called 
‘black holes’ by a scientist called John Wheeler 
– not only exist, but are actually quite common. 

�ere is even one at the centre of our own galaxy.

PICTURE PERFECT
Taking a photograph of a black hole was thought to be 
impossible because no light or any other form of radiation 
can escape its gravity. But in April 2019, scientists revealed 
the first ever picture of a real black hole.

The supermassive black hole M87 is 53 million light years 
from earth and scientists used lots of different telescopes 
around the world to build up a picture of its effect on the 
area of space around it.

Stars that are too close to a black hole are torn 
apart and sucked into it creating a superheated 
spiral of matter that looks a bit like bathwater 

going down the plughole. 

Astronomers can detect this spiral and the point at which 
the matter crosses over into the black hole and can no longer 
be seen is called the event horizon.

WHAT WE KNOW NOW: PaRT 1 
When Einstein published his general theory of relativity, he only knew a little about what it meant. 

More than a century later, scientists are still making discoveries about the universe based on Einstein’s theories.

SINGULARITY

AT THE CENTRE OF A BLACK 
HOLE, MATTER IS INFINITELY 
DENSE – A POINT KNOWN AS 

A SINGULARITY.

EVENT
HORIZON

14TH MARCH 1879
Albert Einstein is born in the city of Ulm 
in southern Germany, the first child of 
Hermann and Pauline Einstein.

1880 
The family moves to Munich.

1884 
Lying in bed ill, aged about 5, Einstein is given a compass by his father. 
The way the compass needle always points in the same direction, 
attracted by a hidden force field, fascinates young Einstein. Around this 
time, he also begins to learn the violin. The family moves to Munich.

AUGUST  1932 
Einstein is appointed to the Institute of Advanced Study in 
Princeton, USA. He plans to spend half the year in Princeton and 
the other half in Berlin, but the Nazis come to power in Germany 
in January 1933. Einstein moves to the United States with his wife 
and his secretary Helen Dukas.

JANUARY 1896 
Einstein gives up his German citizenship. He sits 
the Zurich Polytechnic exam again and this time 
passes. He starts his studies in October. 

JANUARY 6TH 1903 
Einstein marries Mileva Maric, a Serbian physics 
student, in Bern, Switzerland. Maric helped check 
many of Einstein’s mathematical calculations.

1919 
Einstein and Mileva divorce;  
Einstein marries his cousin Elsa in Berlin.

MAY 29TH

Scientists photograph a solar eclipse.  
Their images – finally developed in November 
– show that the Sun’s gravity bends the light 
coming from stars directly behind it. This is 
proof of Einstein's general relativity theory.  
The discovery makes Einstein a global celebrity.

NOVEMBER 9TH 1922 
Einstein wins the Nobel Prize in Physics 1921 for 
his contribution to physics and his discovery of 
the law of the photoelectric effect.1885 

Einstein starts school. He was a very good student, 
regularly coming top of his class. He also was well 
ahead in maths. But he found the strict way many 
subjects were taught at the time difficult to take 
and he often annoyed his teachers by questioning 
them and seeming disrespectful.

1894
Aged 15, Einstein drops out of school in Germany and 
decides to study alone to get a place at college in 
Switzerland.

26TH OCTOBER 1895
Einstein fails the entrance exam for the Zurich Polytechnic, and instead goes to 
school in Aarau, Switzerland. He loves it. There he learns to ask questions and 
visualise ideas and thought experiments – skills that he would use for the rest of 
his life. Einstein wonders what would happen if you could run alongside a beam of 
light. What would you see? The question keeps him thinking for the next ten years.

1901
Einstein becomes a Swiss citizen.

1902
Einstein starts work at the Swiss Patent 
Office in Bern as a junior patent clerk, 
registering the ideas of inventors.

1905
 Einstein’s “Miraculous Year”. He publishes four ground-breaking papers  
that would change our understanding of time, space and the universe. 
And he developed the famous equation E=mc2 that showed how the mass  
of an object was a measure of how much energy it contained.

1915
 Einstein publishes his General Theory of 
Relativity, which describes how gravity is  
a warping of space and time.

DECEMBER 20TH 1936
Einstein’s wife Elsa dies.

OCTOBER 1ST 1940
Einstein becomes an American citizen.

AUGUST 16TH 1945
The first atomic bomb  
is dropped on Hiroshima.

AUGUST 16TH 1955
Einstein dies in New Jersey, aged 76.  
His body is cremated and his papers 
turned over to the Hebrew University  
in Jerusalem.

1881
Einstein’s sister Maria (known as Maja) is born.
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EINSTEIN THE CELEBRITY
“When a blind beetle crawls over the surface of a curved branch, it doesn’t notice that the track it 

has covered is indeed curved. I was lucky enough to notice what the beetle didn’t notice.”  
— Einstein explaining his fame to his son, Eduard

Just a year after the end of the First World  
War, in which the Germans had been fighting  

the British and French, an English scientist had 
proved that an incredible theory dreamed up by  

a German Jew was correct. It was just the  
news that the world needed. 

AN OVERNIGHT SUCCESS
Einstein’s discovery caught the imagination of people all 
around the world when it was proved by Arthur Eddington’s 
expedition to watch the solar eclipse in 1919 – even if they 
didn’t really understand the theory.

Newspaper headlines celebrated Einstein’s discovery:

“LIGHTS ALL ASKEW IN THE HEAVENS,
Men of Science More or Less Agog Over 

Results of Eclipse Observations.”
— New York Times

THE MAD PROFESSOR
Part of Einstein’s appeal was the way he looked. 

His wild, curly hair and slightly dishevelled clothes, as well 
as his complex theories and desire to try to explain his ideas 
to ordinary people in addition to scientists, meant that he 
became instantly recognisable wherever he went. 

In fact, the almost cartoonish image we have of a 
genius scientist today is based on Einstein. 

At a time when there were very few celebrities, Einstein 
welcomed the attention and was photographed and 
interviewed everywhere he went. On a trip to America 
in 1931, Einstein and his wife Elsa met the actor Charlie 
Chaplin who invited them to the premiere of his new film, 
City Lights. They were photographed together – the most 
famous physicist in the world beside the most famous actor 
in the world.

Over the years, Einstein was interviewed many times,  
had his photograph taken regularly – including one that  
has been printed on T-shirts and posters of him sticking  
out his tongue! 

EINSTEIN’S BRAIN
What is genius and where does it come from?

When Albert Einstein died in 1955, aged 76, a very strange 
thing happened. Thomas Harvey, a doctor at Princeton 
Medical Centre where Einstein died, secretly removed the 
scientist’s brain before he was cremated! 

Because Einstein had become the image of the 
absent-minded, crazy-haired genius, Dr. Harvey 
wanted to know if he could find the source of 

genius by looking at Einstein’s brain. So, without 
permission, he removed the brain to study it.

Harvey weighed the brain (1,230g) and dissected it into 170 
pieces, before carefully storing them in two large jars in an 
old, wooden cider crate. Then the brain was forgotten for 
more than 20 years until it was rediscovered in 1978.

It wasn’t until 1998 that any real discoveries were made 
about Einstein’s brain, published in a paper called ‘The 
Exceptional Brain of Albert Einstein’ by neuropsychologist 
Sandra Witelson. By then, it was being studied at McMaster 
University in Canada and Witelson discovered that his brain 
had some differences in the way it looked compared to other 
people’s brains. 

But we still don’t know whether these  
differences led him to be a genius.
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A GLOBAL BLOCKBUSTER
Einstein wasn’t particularly happy with his booklet. He 
thought his descriptions of the theory were “quite wooden”. 

 
But it didn’t stop the booklet becoming  

a global success.

Within just five years of being published in German, 
Einstein’s booklet was translated into 10 languages, 
including French, Japanese, Russian and Chinese. 

As Einstein’s fame spread and he travelled to give talks 
about his discoveries, the success of the book continued to 
spread, appearing in Arabic, Greek, Icelandic, Portuguese 
and Turkish among many editions over the years.

WORK IN PROGRESS
It wasn’t until Einstein’s theory was proved in  

1919 though that his book really took off. 

The first English edition was published in August 1920, 
shortly after Einstein’s general theory had been proved by 
Arthur Eddington’s expedition to measure the bending of 
light during the solar eclipse. 

Einstein added a chapter on the experimental confirmation 
of his theory to the book. But he didn’t stop tinkering; almost 
30 years after the booklet was first published, Einstein was 
still adding to it: in 1946 he added an important section 

on the structure of space and the universe 
according to his theory.

PUBLICATION OF RELATIVITY: 
The Special and the General Theory

After publishing his general theory of relativity in November 1915, Einstein sat down to  
write a booklet for the general public explaining his groundbreaking work. 

His aim was "to give an exact insight into the theory of relativity to those readers who, from a  
general scientific and philosophical point of view, are interested in the theory, but who are not conversant  

with the mathematical apparatus of theoretical physics".

He finished the booklet in December 1916 and it was first published in German in early 1917.

“May the book bring someone a few happy hours of suggestive thought!”  
- Einstein in the preface to Relativity
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Brownian motion is the 
random movement of 

particles caused by fast-
moving atoms and molecules 
jiggling and bumping them. 

PAPER 4: ON THE ELECTRODYNAMICS OF MOVING BODIES, 30 june 1905
“The fourth paper is… an electrodynamics of moving bodies which employs a modification of the theory of space and time.” – Einstein in a letter to Conrad HabichtWhat Einstein had come up with in the previous months were 

groundbreaking discoveries, but he saved the best for last. In 1905, Einstein was faced with a dilemma. He had come up against 
a problem between two accepted ideas: that light always travels at 
a constant 299,792 kilometres per second and that, according to 
the principle of relativity, the laws of physics should be the same 
whether you’re moving or standing still.

Using nothing more than thought experiments, Einstein would 
move beyond Isaac Newton’s ideas of absolute space and time, and 
change the way we think about the universe. 

 Einstein's fourth paper would become known as  the theory of special relativity.

PAPER 3: BROWNIAN MOTION, 11 May 1905

“An observable random motion… is produced by thermal 

motion.” – Einstein in a letter to Conrad
 Habicht

Einstein’s third paper solved a mystery that had had scientists scratching 

their heads for 80 years – and finally proved that atoms and molecules 

really do exist. 

When you examine microscopic particles in a liquid, they appear to 

wiggle about randomly – something called Brownian motion. The strange 

phenomenon had been first discovered by the Scottish botanist Robert 

Brown in 1828, when he had watched through a microscope as tiny pollen 

particles danced about in water. But why were the particles moving? Was 

it caused by currents in the water? Or the effect of light? No one knew.

Einstein realised that the particles
 in the liquid would be 

bumped and jostled by water molecules. 

One water molecule, a fraction of the size of the pollen particle, would not 

be able to budge it. But thousands of molecules, constantly jiggling and 

bumping the particle, would result at times in more bumps on one side 

than on the other and so the particle would move.

Instead of trying to count every little movement, Einstein came up with 

predictions of how far particles would travel depending on their size and 

the temperature of the liquid. The analysis of the collisions of the particles 

proved that atoms and molecules did actually exist.

THE FOUR PAPERS: PaRt 2


